










XML Tag Definition for Expressing Semantics of 
Mathematical Contents in Web-Based Courseware Automation
Yukari SHIROTA?
In the paper, Web-based learning materials for a national income determination problem in
macroeconomics are presented as sample materials for explanation of our developed mathematical
courseware automation system named e-Math Interaction Agent. This system automatically generates
target XML files instead of human programmers. In the paper, it is described that there are two kinds of
XML tags should be defined for the automation. One is defined for a Web page layout and another is for
definition of semantics in the given mathematical problem. This semantic definition is required for
generation of higher qualitative virtual teacher's guidance so that the teacher can explain semantics of an
equation or a relationship between two variables in various expressions such as words, ? or ?











































































































































































































































The commodity market is in equilibrium when the supply, Ys, matches the demand, Yd. Assume a
simple two-sector economic model in which Yd=C+I. Find the equilibrium level of income, Y, if the
consumption function is C=0.8*Y+100 and autonomous investment, I=50.What effect would an
increase in the value of autonomous inventment have on the equilibrium of Y?
At first, you have to understand the problem.
          Q: How many variables are there?
          A: They are supply Ys, demand Yd, consumption C, inverstment I, national income Y. There are 5 variables.
          Q: Which equilibrium level do you want to seek?
          A: The equilibrium national income Y.
          Q: What is the equilibrium condition? What equals to what?
          A: The supply function Ys equals to the demand finction Yd.




















Main equilibrium equation: Ys(Y) = Yd(Y)
Ys - related equations 
        Ys=Y
Yd - related equations
        Yd=C+I
        C=0.8*Y+100
        I=50
Y: national income                   Ys: supply
Yd: demand                             C : consumption
I: investment
watch the main equibriurn equation. You have to understand this balanced condition. Let's look at the left parts.
          Q: The supply function Ys is a function of what variables?
          A: The national income Y.
Next look at the next parts.
          Q: The demand function Yd is a function of what variables?
          A: The consumption C, investment I, national income Y.














data: nationalIncome, Y, ,Y>?
data: supply, Ys, ,Ys>?
data: demand, Yd, Yd>?
data: consumption, C, C=?.?*Y+I, C>?






Effect of I (investment) on the quilibrium of Y(income)
 
Ys - related equations :
     Ys=Y
Yd - related equations :
     Yd=0.8*Y+100+I2
Draw a graph with (I=50) and (I2=         ) ?
Effect on the equilibrium of Y: Y*=750->1000
          Q: Can you determine the demand function Yd by Y and I?
          A: Yd=0.8*Y+100+I.
Suppose that the increased value of inveshnent I is 100. Determine the new equihbrium level of Y algebraically. At first, write the demand function Yd, setting
investment I is 100. Then, find the cross point of the supply function Ys and the demand function Yd.
          Q: What is the new equiKbriurn level of Y ?
          A: 1000
Let's look at the new equilibrium level graphically with Maple. First, you can see two contours corresponding to I=50 and 100. Can you see that the demand
function Yd is shifted. On the third graph, the two cross points you found show the old and new equilibrium values of national income Y. This is the effect of
the mcrease of investment I .
          Q: How does the equilibrium values of Y change ?
          A: From 750 to 1000.
???Step5: ?????????????????????????Y*????????
find: equilibrium (Y, Ys=Yd), 
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